Rules of Conduct
1. No stat padding will be tolerated on our servers.
2. No glitching will be tolerated. ( When you use a glitch to gain an unfair advantage , example,
parachuting onto a building or high point that you cannot climb or access normally)
3. No clan stacking allowed, if more than four members of a clan are present then the others should
be on the opposing team. Do not use our servers for clan practice.
4. No shooting into the enemies base, unless fired upon from within the base. This applies only to the
soldier that was fired on.
5. Do not destroy the enemies assets that are in their base.
6. Do not hijack vehicles from the enemies base.
7. Do not camp outside the enemies base , let them come out, play fair.
8. Do not enter the enemies base.
9. Spawn raping is when you spawn in your base and get killed, this is strictly not allowed, spawning
outside your base is a choice, a good spawn or a bad spawn.
10. Do not insult or disrespect another player or admin.
11. Do not use foul language.
12. Follow all instructions or requests by the admins.
13. Do not abuse the chat function.
14. Play the objectives of the game.
15. Do not team kill .
16. No claymore or c4 are allowed close to flags or spawn points. You are allowed to destroy vehicles
with c4 close to flags, mines are also allowed close to the flags.
17. All weapons and vehicles are allowed, unless agreed upon by the majority of the players on the
server, and the admins knowledge.
18. Report any unfair play to the admin present.
19. Do not use hacks, cheats or macros.
20. If your ping is above 300 plz fix it and return when you have a lower ping.
21. Play fair.

